Charles Bronson in 1898 subdivided T4S, R9W and established closing corners on the North Township line.

In recent years, Mervin Whitmore (now dead) found Meldrum's original Township corner he established in 1879 and retraced the North boundary of T4S, R9W finding Meldrum's corners. In Section 36 of T3S, R9W timber was cut using Meldrum's original corners for the South line.

CONCLUSIONS

1. It is questionable as to whose corners Bronson closed on when he subdivided T4S, R9W. I believe he tied to Meldrum's corner when he ran the line between Sections 1 and 2 because he mentioned the post as Meldrum established. Caudle in 1886 set a stone for the corner. He doesn't make it clear what he tied to for the corner between Sections 35 and 1 or the infamous Township corner.

2. I believe Meldrum's originally established corners on the North line of T4S, R9W hold for determining the property line between T3S4S, R9W.

3. Caudle's corners along the South line of T3S, R9W including his established township corner and his corners along the East line of T3S, R9W hold for control only for the subdivision of T3S, R9W.

4. Meldrum's line running East from Caudle's 1886 Township corner (T3S4S, R9W) held for control and property between T3S4S, R9W.

5. Meldrum's original Township corner and line between T4S, R9W hold for determining the property line between same.

6. Bronson's closing corners regardless where they fall, hold for the subdivision control of Sections 1 through 6, T4S, R9W.

7. I believe the above is true because Meldrum's corners were never officially thrown out and I feel when Bronson subdivided T4S, R9W he apparently closed on some of Meldrum's corners. Secondly, when Mervin Whitmore found Meldrum's original corners along the North line of T4S, R9W, this was used by the property owner in Section 36 for his South line.